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Jeff Owens (foreground) and Jon Trozzolo (sweeping) recently opened StagePort, 208 W. 19th St., as a complex for movie and 

video production. Its second-floor green screen soundstage is large enough for movie-sized sets. 

Tuesday was special for Jon Trozzolo and Jeff Owens, operators of StagePort, a new film production 

facility in the Crossroads. 

For the first time since they had opened two weeks earlier, all three of their spanking new soundstages 

were in use. 

In one, a professional photographer was doing a commercial shoot. In another, a pharmaceutical company 

was making an infomercial. 

And upstairs, in the building’s biggest soundstage, the Kramer Corp. was shooting a short film about its 

latest $1,200 high-tech office chair. 

“Full occupancy — for one day at least,” Trozzolo said. “The dream comes true quicker than we 

anticipated.” 

Building a film production facility has long been a dream of Trozzolo, who over a 20-year career has 

worked in film post production, for local television stations and even for the city government’s cable 

channel. 

Now StagePort — in the same building at 208 W. 19th that houses OfficePort (which rents out affordable 

office cubicles) and JavaPort (a members-only coffeehouse for the business community) — offers local 

and visiting production companies a place to shoot films and commercials in state-of-the-art comfort. 

The venture began more than a year ago when Trozzolo was approached by an old friend, Michael 

Edmundson, who suggested that the filmmaker should look at a building he owned. 

Edmundson already had plans to establish OfficePort and JavaPort, but the rear half of the two-story 

structure (formerly the home of a wholesale drug firm and a milling supply company) was gathering dust. 



Trozzolo was immediately taken with the large upstairs space, even though it was filled with a half-

century worth of detritus. 

“When I first walked in, you could hardly see the ceiling for the hanging ducts and dust hoods. There was 

a 40-year accumulation of junk. The space used to be a shop that made mail bags for the U.S. Postal 

Service. There were metal grommets everywhere.” 

Recognizing that the space would be perfect for a movie soundstage, Trozzolo began cleaning it out. 

“It took two months. That’s how Jeff got involved. One day I took a break from working and, covered 

with dust, walked over to YJ’s for some food. Jeff was there and asked what I was doing, so I took him 

back here.” 

Owens, a legend in the local film community for his skills as a designer and builder, looked at the big 

space and at the downstairs area — in all 12,500 square feet was unoccupied — and said, “You know, 

you could make an entire production complex out of this.” 

The ball was rolling. 

Today StagePort is operated by Trozzolo and Owens, friends for almost 40 years (as young men both 

worked for Trozzolo’s father, Marion Trozzolo, the developer of the River Quay). They are co-owners of 

the facility with Edmundson and his real estate partner, Shaul Jolles. 

“Jon and Jeff did something really smart,” said Teri Rogers, president of T2 (formerly Take 2 

Productions) and head of the Kansas City Film Commission. “They asked local film experts what they 

needed from a production facility and then gave it to them.” 

Crucial to their goal was building soundstages free of ambient noise. 

“I’m all kinds of impressed,” said Jim Wheeler, owner of Wheeler Audio, which does sound post-

production for film and television. “It’s the first sound stage I’ve encountered in Kansas City that actually 

lives up to the name.” 

A true soundstage is soundless, Wheeler said. 

“The idea is to place a microphone several feet from the subject speaking,” he said, “and not get a 

recording that sounds like an echo chamber. Most soundstages in this town are way too alive 

acoustically.” 

Owens, who designed and oversaw the building of the complex, didn’t just cover the walls with sound-

absorbing acoustic batting. He also installed separate air conditioning systems for each soundstage — 

systems that instead of noisy fans employ large balloons that are inflated and silently release air into the 

work spaces. 

And at Wheeler’s suggestion, Owens built interior walls that are slightly tilted, eliminating the ricocheting 

noise common to rooms with parallel walls. 

Lighting designers were consulted about what sort of metal grid should be hung from the ceilings. 

The attention to detail is evident even in the facility’s green room, a large lounge-like area where actors 

and crew members can relax.  



There’s a full kitchen, two dressing areas, overstuffed leather couches, a large makeup/hair station — 

even lockers to secure valuables. 

“We brought in stylists and wardrobe people and asked them what they needed,” Trozzolo recalled. 

“Should the power strip go up here? Or down there?” 

They’re still refining things, he said. During a recent shoot, he found the green room awash with heaps of 

costumes. 

“So we’ve ordered clothes racks. We’re learning as we go along.” 

One of the biggest remodeling challenges was replacing a flight of steps leading up to the big green-

screen-ready soundstage with a concrete ramp. This facilitates moving heavy equipment and minimizes 

the likelihood of someone missing a step and taking a fall. 

Trozzolo thinks StagePort will flourish just with rentals to local production companies, filmmakers and 

advertising firms.  

“We were generating revenue even before we officially opened,” he said. “Almost as soon as the first 

soundstage was ready, it was rented. That’s how much anticipation there was for this.” 

The ultimate success, though, would be for visiting film productions to set up shop in his building. 

“As chair of the film commission, I’m always getting calls from out-of-town filmmakers asking if we 

have a soundstage,” Rogers said. “Now I can say that we do. I can envision a visiting production renting 

the entire facility for several weeks.” 

Until that happens, Trozzolo anticipates lots of cross-pollination between StagePort and the renters of 

OfficePort, among whom are animators, still photographers and various film professionals. He views the 

entire Crossroads district as a sort of mini studio where filmmakers can exchange ideas and provide 

employment for one another. 

It all sounds good to Rogers, who said that after enduring two years of economic hardship, the local 

production community is more in the mood for collaboration than competition. 

“I think we’ve learned to work together,” she said. “It’s turned out to be a much nicer way of doing 

business.” 
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